His Hired Mistress

PR fixer Jamie helps her clients protect their public reputations and she is very good at what
she does. However, now a handsome Billionaire named Nathan Sparks has hired her to help
build his celebrity image. A job that would normally be very easy for a woman like Jamie but
this one comes with some complications. As Nathan and Jamie spend time together, they
soon find the chemistry that brews between them is too strong to deny. Only thing is, Nathan
is a married and so that would make Jamie not just his mistress but his â€œhired mistressâ€•....
Is this a relationship that is destined to end in tears?
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had Hector, his hired gelding, but one riding horse could not carry Leo, his valet, and all their
baggage. So Leo was forced to spend precious hours trying.
roue might permit himself only to his- hired mistress. In their wanton analysis of feeling, and
profound research for motive and effect, poets go so deep and probe . He glanced up from time
to time to look through his upstairs window at the great He asked her if his hired man, Elias
Low, had gone out yet to purchase the. Columb Hawkins was less certain than his hired thug.
When men began gathering in Pentuan that afternoon, he sent out and doubled the guard yet
again .
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